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INDIAN SCHOOL MUSCAT 

    MIDDLE SECTION 
 REVISION WORKSHEET 

                       
SUBJECT: ENGLISH                                      TOPIC: READING AND WRITING SKILLS                   

 
Class VII____     Name _________________________   Roll No. ____       Date ___02/19   

 

             I  Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow:                          
The game of football is one of the several team sports which involve picking and advancing a 

ball into a goal area to score a goal. There are two teams of eleven players each who have a 

clearly defined area in which to play the game. Each team scores goals by moving the ball to 

an opposing team’s end of the field into a goal area. Goals are scored by players by putting 

the ball between two goal posts which is defined by the opposing team. Players move the ball 

by hitting with the head or kicking. 

 

People all over the world have played games which required carrying a ball or kicking it 

since ancient times. But, it is noteworthy that most of the modern codes of football originated 

in England. The term football referred to many games played on foot in medieval Europe. In 

1586, men from a ship commanded by an English explorer named John Davis went ashore to 

play a game of football with Inuit (Eskimo) people in Greenland. In the Medieval Ages, there 

was a huge rise in the popularity of football throughout Europe. Such form of football was 

called “mob football’ and it would be played between neighboring towns and villages 

involving unlimited number of players in opposing teams. The popularity of the game has 

grown with the passage of time and the Soccer World Cup which is organised once in four 

years, is a global event. 

 
A. Fill in the blanks with appropriate words from the passage.                   

 

1. Each team scores goals by moving the ball to an_________________ end of the field into 

a_________________. 

 

2. Players move the ball by_____________ or _________________.  

 
B.   Find one word from the passage which means each of the following.        

 

1.  Of the very distant past/very old (para 2) _____________________________     

2. A person who travels to distant places to learn about it(  para 2)__________________. 

 

C.  Write the antonyms of-                                                                                     

     1. ancient-___________________ 

     2.  global-___________________ 
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D. On the basis of your reading of the given passage complete the following.  

    1. In the Medieval Ages-____________________________________________________ 

    2. Soccer World Cup is a -_____________________________________________________ 

 
E. On the basis of your reading of the passage, answer the following questions.           

 

1. How is a goal scored in the game of football? 

         ____________________________________________________________________ 

         ____________________________________________________________________                       
 

2. Where did John Davis travel to play football? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 
 

3. What do you understand by the term “mob football”? 

___________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 

4. What is considered to be a global event? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

                                                    WRITING SKILL 
 

II   Your English teacher has begun book review activity in your class. Write an email to your 

aunt mentioning about the activity and how it is benefitting you and your classmates. 
 

III You are Alan/ Aleena. You have moved to a new country /city and joined a new school. 
Write an email to your friend living in India sharing with her, the details of your experience in 
the new school. 

 
IV You are Arun/ Anita, studying in class VII. Write a letter expressing your gratitude to your 

Principal as he introduced the school transport facility for the safety of the children. 
 
V   You are Arti /Ajit , studying in class VII. Write a letter to your Principal for initiating  

 “Remedial class” for the children, due to which many children are benefitted , and have 
achieved better grades in the exam. 

 
VI Using the story prompt develop and write a meaningful story. 
 

a. The clock struck five when David stepped out of the office. He had no idea it would take 
so long to finish……………………………. 

 
b. On the 15th of March, the whole school had been well swept and cleaned, the hall was 

decorated……………………………………. 

 
**************************************************************** 
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